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THANK YOU TO ALL OUR GENEROUS SPONSORS, REGULAR DONORS AND ALL OF YOU WHO ARRANGE SPECIAL EVENTS 
OR DEDICATE YOUR OWN SPECIAL CELEBRATIONS TO ABIGAIL MINISTRIES.

What a joy it was to see the children at SEED School looking so happy 
and healthy. We had so much fun in the playground playing “Matthew, 
Mark”, a clapping and name game and “Pass the Shoe”. Their exuberance 
was quite overwhelming.  These children have no material possessions 
but were content and showed an abundance of love for each other. 

They are enjoying their new classrooms and looking forward to the next 
block being completed. For the first time, the senior class are preparing 
to sit their national exams and the staff are optimistic for excellent 
results from the pupils.  Who would have thought that such progress 
was possible a few years ago! This is very encouraging for the future of 
SEED School.

Kathleen

HAPPY, HEALTHY 
CHILDREN

Support
I would like to support the work of Abigail Ministries. £........

Name:        Tel No:

Address:

       Postcode:  

(Please make your cheques payable to Abigail Ministries) 
 I am an eligible tax payer, please Gift Aid my donation.

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS FOR YOUR VERY KIND GIFTS. 
THANK YOU ALSO FOR ALL YOUR PRAYERS AND THE ENCOURAGEMENT YOU HAVE 
GIVEN US OVER THE PAST TWO VERY DIFFICULT YEARS. WE ARE VERY GRATEFUL TO  
ALL OF YOU FOR HELPING US TO PERSEVERE!

NOT THE TRIP I EXPECTED!!
It is amazing how 3 seconds can change one’s life. I found this out when the ‘road’ along which 
we were walking suddenly gave way and I broke my ankle. Sadly that changed the trip for me 
and on some occasions I was unable to go with the team on visits, BUT I did manage to get to 
the bore hole, so can picture what things look like now.

However I got to know the staff at New Hope, particularly Beth and Peninna, very well. They 
were so kind and looked after me, even carrying me when I couldn’t walk. They, and some of 
the older girls made sure I was occupied and were always ready to chat when all their duties 
were done.  Thank you girls for all your kindness.

Next time .......maybe not!

Jean

It’s not all visiting needy families! The group got the chance to 
visit a tea plantation. I thought that it was only coffee grown in 
Kenya but I was wrong! Kambaa Tea Factory is near New Hope 
Children’s Centre and is involved in the production of black tea 
for the international tea market. Our visit guide took the group 
through the process of turning tea leaves into the finished item, 
which takes eight hours. We even did some tea tasting, which  
was quite disgusting as we could not shallow the tea!!   

Malcolm

A VISIT TO A TEA 
PLANTATION 

It was a pleasure to see so many people that  
we had met on our previous visit in 2011.  
I thoroughly enjoyed meeting all the families  
in Shena’s Village and of course it was a joy to 
meet ‘my’ little girl Caroline again and the rest 
of the children who are sponsored.   

I was asked to open a “pit latrine”, cutting the 
lovely green ribbon, and handing over the key 
to Esther. My first thoughts were that I would 
not thank you if someone gave me a gift of a 
“pit latrine” I usually avoid them as often as 
possible, so I was perhaps not very enthusiastic 
about the honour. I was amazed, however, to 
discover how much it meant to Esther. It made 
me realise how different our way of life is in 
contrast to the lives of these African women. 

Esther is the grandmother to Winnie, Dennis 
and Edwin. These three children tugged at our 
heartstrings when we met them 3 years ago but 
it was wonderful to see them looking healthy 
and happy in their school uniforms thanks to 
their sponsors in the UK. Esther’s home is very 
poor but she is obviously looking after the 
children and was so moved by her gift that she 
intended going to church on the Sunday.

At the other home where a latrine was opened 
the young man who had pleaded with AM for 
latrines for his family and their neighbours on a 
previous visit had kept his promise and given up 
drinking in anticipation of getting his latrine!!! 
For Roger and Shena it was a humbling and 
thrilling experience to see what these (to us) 

basic gifts mean to these people and how they 
can transform their lives. A few days later there 
was an article in a Kenyan National Newspaper 
describing the desperate need there is for latrines 
throughout the country to help with improving 
the health conditions of the poor people.

It was good to see improvements in some of the 
homes of the other ladies in the crocheting group. 
Agnes had a larger chicken run and another lady 
had a new room built for her son. The people in 
the area are still very poor, but by raising 
chickens, selling produce from their gardens etc. 
they are able to support their families a little 
better. It was great to feel the warmth of the 
welcome that we received from the people.

Sheila

Before we left Aberdeen a friend gave me a loan 
of her folding walking stick because I was having 
problems with my leg and back. Jean fell near 
the beginning of our 1st week 

BUT

1)  Nurse Sheila was there ready and willing to 
help. She also had some good plasters and cream.

2)  Geraldine, while finishing her packing 
noticed a very wide crepe bandage, so put it 
in her case.

3)  Ellen wasn’t using the stick so Jean was able to 
make good use of it.

4)  God had His hand in this and it just felt 
really special. “Before you ask – it was there”

One day whilst visiting, we were sat round the 
room when a lady’s mobile phone rang – to the 
hymn tune “Because He lives, I can face 
to-morrow” Well, we all started to sing and it 
was just so nice being away out in Kenya where 
we didn’t see many mobiles and singing this hymn 
together, especially the verse which goes “How 
sweet to hold a new born baby and feel the pride 
and joy he gives; but greater still the calm assurance 
this child can face uncertain days because He 
Lives!” There was a new born baby boy in the 
gathering which some of us mum’s enjoyed holding.

At Eldoret and in the guest house where we stayed 
the second week the chef called Victor had seen 
us giving thanks and praying at the table so one 
day he asked if he could say grace for us. Well, 
he did and the result of that was other members 
of staff asked if they could have a Bible and these 
were supplied by members of our team. What a 
privilege to witness God at work in Kenya.

We also visited a Christian orphanage for babies 
and toddlers from HIV parents. This home was 
very nice and was run by a Christian couple. The 
babies and toddlers were extremely well cared 
for. As well as the joy of getting a baby to feed 
that day a lasting memory was seeing about eight 
or nine sitting in a row all on their potties.

Going back to Jean. She had her travel insurance 
through SAGA which meant she was able to get 
an x-ray at a good hospital while we were in 
Eldoret. She also got a back splint put on. This 
was quite a help to begin with and she was happy 
to accept ‘lifts’ from very handsome young gents. 
SAGA also arranged for Jean to go back to Nairobi 
from Eldoret by air ambulance. Of course she really 
needed her ‘nurse’ to accompany her, especially 
since Sheila had a birthday that very same day. 
At Nairobi she was transferred to business class 

to London Heathrow, but her poor nurse was 
just given a seat in cattle class with the rest of us.

BUT

When we got off the plane at Nairobi, we 
noticed that there were nine wheelchairs all lined 
up with a porter standing behind each one. They 
must have been told that there were 10 wounded 
soldiers in the party!!

Ellen

A “Pit Latrine” Brings Joy!

Special Memories From Kenya



Once again, the most memorable moments of 
my time in Kenya involved the children. There 
seemed to be an appreciable improvement in 
the welfare of the children compared to three 
years ago. Although the future looks more 
optimistic for the children, a lot more work 
needs to be done, both materially and 
spiritually, and hopefully this support will  
be endorsed by the Kenyan government.

Money was raised to provide the pupils of 
SEED School and a local youth team with 

football boots which were purchased in Eldoret. 
This involved an arduous shopping expedition 
by the four men on the trip. But it was all 
worthwhile when we saw the sheer delight on 
the children’s’ faces when they were presented 
with their boots which will remain at the 
school for future use of the younger children 
when they join the football team.

The youth team were also excited and won the 
next match against the top team in the area.

David

Since out last visit in 2011 there have been several developments at the bakery which is situated at 
New Hope Children’s Centre. The building has been extended and new equipment installed which 
will enable the bakery workers to make bread, which is still a luxury item for the rural areas where 
the staple diet is rice, beans, maize and some green vegetables. The vision is to make bread at a 
price that is affordable for the local community and eventually become a supplier to local traders.  
To achieve this the bakery ladies have received training from a Master Baker in the art of bread 
making and their first attempts have been extremely promising and delicious!

The present work of the bakery is a huge daily order from a local school of mendasi – triangular 
donuts – very popular with all the students. This order keeps the bakery very busy. Buns are also 
produced which are favourites with the New Hope children.

The ladies in the bakery come from Shena’s Village, about a 45 minute walk away. It is a joy to see 
the pride and sense of achievement they have in their work, how happy they are and how they and 
their families are thriving because of the difference a regular wage is making.

Geraldine

Developments at ‘Smith Bakery’

A big THANK YOU to Eleanor for running the 
children’s race at the Grand East Anglia Fun 
Run. Also to all the children at Newton Farm 
School for again raising money to buy the 
children at SEED School food and books.  

Many thanks to everybody who has donated 
money so generously over the past few 
months. We appreciate all your support, 
encouragement and prayers through what has 
been a very stressful time.

A special thank you to all  
the children who are raising 
money to help those less 
fortunate than themselves.

THEIR FIRST 
FOOTBALL BOOTS!

We are so glad that our fortieth Wedding 
Anniversary fell on the middle Sunday of our 
visit. It turned into an amazing day thanks to 
Roger and Shena and the rest of the group.  The 
day had been shrouded in mystery. We couldn’t 
get any information about where we were going 
to church or what the itinerary was for the day 
– most unusual on such a well planned trip.   
The day started with a present and cards at 
breakfast and then the big reveal – we were 
going somewhere special for lunch. Comfortable 
transport arrived and with the whole group we 
were taken to Lake Naivasha. It was amazing, 

pelicans, marabou stork, cormorant, sea eagles, 
hippo and water buck were in abundance – it 
was a glorious day and we were thrilled with 
every bit of it.  On our return to New Hope we 
thought that the excitement for the day was over 
– however, more was to come. First Alan was 
taken off by some of the ladies and then others 
appeared to dress me as a Massai bride – the full 
works, long red dress and bead head dress and 
necklace. I was then led into the main hall by 
dancing ladies and my Massai ‘mother’. Alan 
was standing there in full warrior gear looking 
more handsome than on our original wedding 

day!! The generosity of Anne and the New Hope 
folk was overwhelming. We had a full banquet 
with roast lamb – enough for all the children to 
have a chunk, followed by cake. We went 
through some of the Massai ceremony and were 
presented with traditional gifts for our home. It 
was such a special time, these few words cannot 
express how fantastic it was and how grateful we 
are, first of all to God for our 40 years of 
marriage and to all our Abigail friends for making 
it so special.

Geraldine and Alan

Joseph’s faith had faltered when he had to uproot his family and flee 
from tribal clashes in the area where he and his family were living. 
Monica, his wife, clung tentatively on to hers. God led them to New 
Hope where Anne offered them accommodation in a furnished house 
where the owner was away for a while. Monica looked after the house  
as if it were her own, but of course the family always knew that the day 
would come when they would have to move on and they had dreaded 
becoming homeless again.

Joseph was given building work on the latest village being built to 
provide homes for teenagers leaving New Hope. One of those houses 
was fenced off in its own compound. As Joseph built that particular 
house, he had no idea that he was actually building his own home! 
Unknown to him and Monica, Abigail Ministries had sponsored the 
house to be built for them and Sarah had raised money for their 
furniture by running a half marathon. 

While the Group were there we asked Joseph and Monica to meet us  
at the house. They both turned up separately looking very shy and 
confused. People react differently to good news. Joseph and Monica’s 
reactions were to sob with tears rolling down their cheeks as for several 
minutes they silently took in the astonishing news we had just given 
them. Joseph’s tears spoke volumes as to just how much this gift meant 
to them as it practically unheard of for an African man to cry! God had 
blessed them way beyond all they could think or imagine with a home 
which would be theirs and their family’s for as long as they needed it 
and nobody would ever uproot them again.

After composing themselves, they danced together while their friends 
and neighbours sang and joined in the dance, sharing in their joy. 
Apparently the dance was one which is usually reserved for couples at 
their wedding but was one which appropriately celebrated the beginning 
of a new chapter in their lives for Joseph, Monica and their children.

NEW BEGINNINGS

A Day We Will Always Remember
VERY WELL DONE TO ALL OF YOU!

THE DESIRE  
FOR BIBLE 
STUDY SPREADS
The ladies in Western Kenya have been 
following the ‘Burning Hearts Bible Studies’ 
Shena has written for them on women of the 
Old Testament for a few years now. While we 
were there in February Shena had the pleasure 
of launching the series with a new group of 
24 ladies from the New Hope community, all 
eager to learn more about God. We pray they 
will be blessed by them. God promises if we 
draw near to Him, He will draw near to us.
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NOT THE TRIP I EXPECTED!!
It is amazing how 3 seconds can change one’s life. I found this out when the ‘road’ along which 
we were walking suddenly gave way and I broke my ankle. Sadly that changed the trip for me 
and on some occasions I was unable to go with the team on visits, BUT I did manage to get to 
the bore hole, so can picture what things look like now.

However I got to know the staff at New Hope, particularly Beth and Peninna, very well. They 
were so kind and looked after me, even carrying me when I couldn’t walk. They, and some of 
the older girls made sure I was occupied and were always ready to chat when all their duties 
were done.  Thank you girls for all your kindness.

Next time .......maybe not!

Jean

It’s not all visiting needy families! The group got the chance to 
visit a tea plantation. I thought that it was only coffee grown in 
Kenya but I was wrong! Kambaa Tea Factory is near New Hope 
Children’s Centre and is involved in the production of black tea 
for the international tea market. Our visit guide took the group 
through the process of turning tea leaves into the finished item, 
which takes eight hours. We even did some tea tasting, which  
was quite disgusting as we could not shallow the tea!!   

Malcolm

A VISIT TO A TEA 
PLANTATION 

It was a pleasure to see so many people that  
we had met on our previous visit in 2011.  
I thoroughly enjoyed meeting all the families  
in Shena’s Village and of course it was a joy to 
meet ‘my’ little girl Caroline again and the rest 
of the children who are sponsored.   

I was asked to open a “pit latrine”, cutting the 
lovely green ribbon, and handing over the key 
to Esther. My first thoughts were that I would 
not thank you if someone gave me a gift of a 
“pit latrine” I usually avoid them as often as 
possible, so I was perhaps not very enthusiastic 
about the honour. I was amazed, however, to 
discover how much it meant to Esther. It made 
me realise how different our way of life is in 
contrast to the lives of these African women. 

Esther is the grandmother to Winnie, Dennis 
and Edwin. These three children tugged at our 
heartstrings when we met them 3 years ago but 
it was wonderful to see them looking healthy 
and happy in their school uniforms thanks to 
their sponsors in the UK. Esther’s home is very 
poor but she is obviously looking after the 
children and was so moved by her gift that she 
intended going to church on the Sunday.

At the other home where a latrine was opened 
the young man who had pleaded with AM for 
latrines for his family and their neighbours on a 
previous visit had kept his promise and given up 
drinking in anticipation of getting his latrine!!! 
For Roger and Shena it was a humbling and 
thrilling experience to see what these (to us) 

basic gifts mean to these people and how they 
can transform their lives. A few days later there 
was an article in a Kenyan National Newspaper 
describing the desperate need there is for latrines 
throughout the country to help with improving 
the health conditions of the poor people.

It was good to see improvements in some of the 
homes of the other ladies in the crocheting group. 
Agnes had a larger chicken run and another lady 
had a new room built for her son. The people in 
the area are still very poor, but by raising 
chickens, selling produce from their gardens etc. 
they are able to support their families a little 
better. It was great to feel the warmth of the 
welcome that we received from the people.

Sheila

Before we left Aberdeen a friend gave me a loan 
of her folding walking stick because I was having 
problems with my leg and back. Jean fell near 
the beginning of our 1st week 

BUT

1)  Nurse Sheila was there ready and willing to 
help. She also had some good plasters and cream.

2)  Geraldine, while finishing her packing 
noticed a very wide crepe bandage, so put it 
in her case.

3)  Ellen wasn’t using the stick so Jean was able to 
make good use of it.

4)  God had His hand in this and it just felt 
really special. “Before you ask – it was there”

One day whilst visiting, we were sat round the 
room when a lady’s mobile phone rang – to the 
hymn tune “Because He lives, I can face 
to-morrow” Well, we all started to sing and it 
was just so nice being away out in Kenya where 
we didn’t see many mobiles and singing this hymn 
together, especially the verse which goes “How 
sweet to hold a new born baby and feel the pride 
and joy he gives; but greater still the calm assurance 
this child can face uncertain days because He 
Lives!” There was a new born baby boy in the 
gathering which some of us mum’s enjoyed holding.

At Eldoret and in the guest house where we stayed 
the second week the chef called Victor had seen 
us giving thanks and praying at the table so one 
day he asked if he could say grace for us. Well, 
he did and the result of that was other members 
of staff asked if they could have a Bible and these 
were supplied by members of our team. What a 
privilege to witness God at work in Kenya.

We also visited a Christian orphanage for babies 
and toddlers from HIV parents. This home was 
very nice and was run by a Christian couple. The 
babies and toddlers were extremely well cared 
for. As well as the joy of getting a baby to feed 
that day a lasting memory was seeing about eight 
or nine sitting in a row all on their potties.

Going back to Jean. She had her travel insurance 
through SAGA which meant she was able to get 
an x-ray at a good hospital while we were in 
Eldoret. She also got a back splint put on. This 
was quite a help to begin with and she was happy 
to accept ‘lifts’ from very handsome young gents. 
SAGA also arranged for Jean to go back to Nairobi 
from Eldoret by air ambulance. Of course she really 
needed her ‘nurse’ to accompany her, especially 
since Sheila had a birthday that very same day. 
At Nairobi she was transferred to business class 

to London Heathrow, but her poor nurse was 
just given a seat in cattle class with the rest of us.

BUT

When we got off the plane at Nairobi, we 
noticed that there were nine wheelchairs all lined 
up with a porter standing behind each one. They 
must have been told that there were 10 wounded 
soldiers in the party!!

Ellen

A “Pit Latrine” Brings Joy!

Special Memories From Kenya
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Kathleen

HAPPY, HEALTHY 
CHILDREN

Support
I would like to support the work of Abigail Ministries. £........

Name:        Tel No:

Address:

       Postcode:  

(Please make your cheques payable to Abigail Ministries) 
 I am an eligible tax payer, please Gift Aid my donation.
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Miraculously the components for the Water Tanks for the REEDS 
Project at Seiyo near Eldoret, having been stored, were kept 
entirely safe from August 2013 until the Tank Team arrived to 
build the Tanks in March 2014.

To provide water – we needed a water source and electricity!  
We could have built the Water Tank without the simultaneous 
availability of Water and Electricity, but there could have then 
been cracking of the seals due to Kenyan heat resulting in major 
leakage when the tank was subsequently filled.

BUT it was not to be like that. In God’s amazing timing the water 
and the electricity were there just two days before all members of 
the Water Tank Team were back in the UK! For this we can only 
praise God for His hand on the Project – yet it also took a vast amount 
of pressure, was not without much stress and wrestling in prayer to 
have the various suppliers in Kenya to work to any acceptable deadline!

The Water Project

Supplement

This picture makes me smile when I look at it; two days in and the 
base of the tank was complete; the innocence of fresh bodies and 
the lack of knowledge of what lay ahead; ten more long days in the 
unrelenting heat, two thousand more bolts tightened and torqued, 
and one hundred and twenty more panels, lifted, sealed and 
secured in place. Challenging, but blessed, rewarding work.

Gareth 

One of the most satisfying elements of my time on the water tank 
project was working alongside the local guys who would in effect 
be the ongoing building and maintenance team for the foreseeable 
future. It quickly dawned on us all that the ‘hired help’ were a 
group of skilled and hard working men who were as invested in 
the project as we were. It was a privilege to work alongside these 
guys and coming home am left with confidence that our efforts 

will be maintained by a group of capable men who will be serving 
their community for the foreseeable future.

Steve

...and from the tank man himself!!
For me I think the first day was one of the most memorable moments, 
two years of planning, prayer and preparation had finally arrived. 
Tired from our 13 hour road trip from Nairobi to Eldoret and full 
of excitement and anticipation we finally made a start on the tank. 
It was amazing to see a group of guys of all different ages, who had 
never built a tank before, come together and work so hard in very 
difficult conditions to build an extremely complex tank. It was 
great seeing the team working alongside the local men developing 
relationships and passing on their skills. 

Nick

A few words from the guys...



Bore Hole
The Bore Hole was a huge project with the professional Geo-
hydrologist indicating water supplies at no more than eighty feet 
below ground turned out to be far more complex and costly than 
ever imagined. A contract was placed after the tendering process 
and work finally commenced in late January which was apparently 
a good time to bore. Work was under way but at 80 feet there were 
no signs of water and we were asked by text from Kenya – do we 
proceed AND if we do, we need more funds (£9,000) before the 
contractor will continue! Funds take a minimum of two days to be 
processed but were sent out as we confirmed – “continue drilling”. 
Then came repeated news – “no adequate aquifers” at 100, 150, 
180 and 200 feet! Did God want us to have ANY water? There 
were time lapses as more funds went out, a total of a further 
£7,000, and then finding that the original contractor could not 
work beyond 120 feet!  So the contract had to be placed with 
another company – miraculously it happened within two days! 
The final set of these challenges came one Sunday, two weeks 
before we travelled to Kenya, and it was “do we go to 220 feet?”  
In the UK it was shortly before 8AM and in Kenya approaching 
11AM – we said yes!

We hit water a few feet below 200! One huge miracle and another 
amazing timing! The water suddenly came out with predictions of 
thousands of litres – God in His bounty “provided more than we 
could ever have asked or thought” – and He tested our faith. At 
the time when the last few feet were to be drilled, the local folks 
left the site and went off to Church which is no more than five 
hundred yards. The water had burst out from the depths at what 
must have been the very moment as the locals got to Church! 
AMAZING on every level – but there was more to come that day. 
Each day of the drilling the local people gathered to pray and they 

did that morning. When they returned to see the water, one of  
the main workers said “We see you always pray and we see your 
prayers answered – your God must be very special and powerful!” 
What an opening for witness it gave the local Christians!        

Pump
The pump needed for the supply had not been ordered for some 
reason. Again two quotations and once the contract was placed, 
the contractor finally came to install the pump and the pipe work 
into the bore hole with no time to spare for getting water into the 
tank. Great but where was the electricity – are you still with me? 
To test the pump electricity was needed.

Electricity
The electricity was ordered on 14th March 2013 in “plenty of 
time” or so the local team felt. There were delays caused by the 
Government Elections and Kenya Power putting in a bid to 
increase ALL electricity connection and usage charges by 50%! 
Needless to say the new government said “No” - to which Kenya 
Power said “No more service connections – even if already requested”.

By October a new quotation was provided but the hope this 
brought was rudely shattered in February while we were already  
in Kenya with a Group and we were told that the charge had  
risen almost ten-fold! This situation was prayed about and many 
contacts made to both reduce the costs and get the electricity on 
site within three weeks. Through a contact at Elmfield Church, 
who had previously worked for Kenya Power, we made further 
contact and with that gentleman’s help and another from the 
company’s head office we were promised a cost of just over twice 
the original quotation. This quotation was accepted but still no action. 

We visited their offices again in Eldoret and were promised 
attendance – and the supply had only been 500 yards away!  
Then we had freak weather and supplies were cut in the whole  
area – yet finally the supply came through on the Saturday  
evening just as the Tank Team were on their way to the airport so 
frustratingly too late to see it all happen. Incidentally Kenya Power 
had put in a temporary feed just to allow the pump to be tested. 
The water did come clean at first as the picture shows but the  
main flow was coloured!

Why the delays and different quotations – well some of it was due 
to the fact that two sections of Kenya Power had different plans as 
to how the supply should be routed on the site – cable or via poles! 
They even started with poles and put them in only to take them 
out, then route the supply by cable! This approach meant we had 
to acquire cable across the land from the adjacent pole – it had to 
come from Nairobi but we were amazed that it came the next day.

Tank
The tank was built with a great team all of whom gelled together 
and with the local workers completed the tank and local onsite 
distribution in an amazing ten days in spite of both burning heat and 
freak rainstorms. Tested but trusting in God to the last, He proved 
Himself at every step and we were humbled by such divine blessings.

Once electricity was connected I was able to fill the tank over a 
two day period while watching for leaks of which there were only 
20 from over 2,500 bolts in the tank! I had left before the last 
re-connection of the pipe work on the output side was repaired 
but water flowed on 20th March for which we give God all the praise.

The volume of water from the bore hole can be up to 12,000 litres 
per hour and the tank has a capacity of 100,000 litres - more than 

enough to support several thousand users on top of the vital needs 
for the Abigail Health Care Centre and local SEED School.

Prayer for the future 
The water that filled the tank is coloured and has a higher than 
acceptable iron content. Sometime in May the tank will be fully 
drained and the water used for vital irrigation then re-filled - with 
what we trust that God will give us – PURE AND CLEAN WATER.

Appreciation from the community
Elizabeth Tororei who is the Grandma to Ruth Chemutoi, an 
orphan at Seed School, told me she is very grateful for the water. 
At present she has to go 3-4km to get water and would make two 
or three trips per day but is helped by the family at the weekends. 
Each trip can take two hours whereas to the Abigail Ministries 
supply at the SEED School site, it would take twenty minutes!

Norah Kutol is a Mum from the Community and is also a teacher 
at a nearby School. She wrote “I want to appreciate Abigail 
Ministries for the good work you have done to the community as 
you know water is life. We have been travelling long distances 
looking for water of which the water we have been using has a lot 
of dirt and this has been causing typhoid, cholera and other water 
borne diseases. Also for women we have been carrying water on 
our backs of which it has been tiresome work and at the end of the 
day our backs are aching. With this supply even children in the 
neighbouring school and wider community will get good clean 
water. Women will not have to travel long distances and have 
more time for work and at home with the family”

Roger

Constructing the tank Assembling the pump Nick connecting the electrics The completed tank Appreciative community
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NEWS

Miraculously the components for the Water Tanks for the REEDS 
Project at Seiyo near Eldoret, having been stored, were kept 
entirely safe from August 2013 until the Tank Team arrived to 
build the Tanks in March 2014.

To provide water – we needed a water source and electricity!  
We could have built the Water Tank without the simultaneous 
availability of Water and Electricity, but there could have then 
been cracking of the seals due to Kenyan heat resulting in major 
leakage when the tank was subsequently filled.

BUT it was not to be like that. In God’s amazing timing the water 
and the electricity were there just two days before all members of 
the Water Tank Team were back in the UK! For this we can only 
praise God for His hand on the Project – yet it also took a vast amount 
of pressure, was not without much stress and wrestling in prayer to 
have the various suppliers in Kenya to work to any acceptable deadline!

The Water Project

Supplement

This picture makes me smile when I look at it; two days in and the 
base of the tank was complete; the innocence of fresh bodies and 
the lack of knowledge of what lay ahead; ten more long days in the 
unrelenting heat, two thousand more bolts tightened and torqued, 
and one hundred and twenty more panels, lifted, sealed and 
secured in place. Challenging, but blessed, rewarding work.

Gareth 

One of the most satisfying elements of my time on the water tank 
project was working alongside the local guys who would in effect 
be the ongoing building and maintenance team for the foreseeable 
future. It quickly dawned on us all that the ‘hired help’ were a 
group of skilled and hard working men who were as invested in 
the project as we were. It was a privilege to work alongside these 
guys and coming home am left with confidence that our efforts 

will be maintained by a group of capable men who will be serving 
their community for the foreseeable future.

Steve

...and from the tank man himself!!
For me I think the first day was one of the most memorable moments, 
two years of planning, prayer and preparation had finally arrived. 
Tired from our 13 hour road trip from Nairobi to Eldoret and full 
of excitement and anticipation we finally made a start on the tank. 
It was amazing to see a group of guys of all different ages, who had 
never built a tank before, come together and work so hard in very 
difficult conditions to build an extremely complex tank. It was 
great seeing the team working alongside the local men developing 
relationships and passing on their skills. 

Nick

A few words from the guys...


